ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY

INTRODUCTION
At Quorum Business Park we want to create a pleasant
and sustainable environment where people, animals,
plants and businesses can thrive.
To achieve this aim we make sure sustainability and the
environment are given a central role. From its inception and
planning, through construction and management of the park,
we foster and promote the very best environmental practices.
We have set targets and our sustainable aims will continue to
evolve, nurturing and improving the environment on the park
and strengthening our links with our surrounding community. We
will continue to care for environment and encourage all our
onsite occupiers to do so too.
The very design of the park has been created with
sustainability in mind. All buildings have been built as BREEAM
excellent and the green spaces include the planting of over
1000 trees. We also regularly encourage new occupiers of the
park to embrace sustainability upon arriving at the park – with
a robust green travel scheme, a shared waste strategy and
regular corporate social responsibility activities including
events, volunteering and communications.
As our scope covers so many different aspects and audiences,
we felt it would be beneficial to break the areas down into
four different operation principles with seven key actions which
cover everything from buildings and landscaping to
partnerships and innovations impacting building owners, staff
and the local community.
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OPERATING PRINCIPLES
AND ACTION AREAS
Here at Quorum, we feel it is important for our sustainability
policy to align with our over arching operating principles in
order to ensure sustainability is embedded into how our
business operates.

Our operating principles are as follows:
1) Embedding Sustainability through partnership and
collaboration – ensuring the sustainability journey doesn’t end
once a building is occupied.

2) Providing a positive environment for staff to work in while
allowing local wildlife to flourish.

3) Making the best use of resources and committing to
lowering our carbon emissions

4) Embracing innovation and sharing best practice wherever
possible.

Our eight key action areas are:
• Buildings – Energy Efficiency and Carbon Reduction
• Landscaping (Open spaces & Biodiversity)
• Resource Use
•Waste
• Water
• Sustainable Transport
• Carbon Reduction
• Awareness and Community Engagement
• Reporting Communication

THE TEAM
Quorum Business Park estate is managed by Knightfrank PLC.
The Hub is an office based onsite with a team of staff who provide
a managed service covering many aspects of life in the park.

One great attribute of the team is that the three main roles within
the team each cover sustainability at their core.

Jamie Baldridge is our onsite
Facilities Manager, he manages
both the shared buildings and the
outside landscaping. The
landscaping onsite has been
designed around protecting wildlife
and includes a protected wildlife
area.
Laura McVittie has been
Commuter Centre Manager at
Quorum for ten years and
manages transport links and
infrastructure to site. Our travel
stats regularly exceed national
averages and we have received
a number of awards in
recognition of our travel strategy.

Laura McGrath is the Events and
Sustainability Manager, as well as
hosting 300 onsite events a year,
she is in charge of promoting
Sustainable behaviours onsite,
managing an active wildlife group
and supporting Sustainable
accreditations such as Investors in
the Environment, ISO14001 and
the internal Environmental
Strategy.

BUILDINGS,
By far the biggest impact Quorum Business Park has on the
environment is our buildings. The park is made up of 16 large
buildings, along with smaller retail units and a nursery.

Some of the buildings are occupied by a single company, others
are multi tenanted others remain empty. Once a building is
occupied our level of control varies depending on if we continue
to manage.

The original build remains the biggest influence we have, we rely
on building up a good relationship with tenants if we are going to
influence sustainable choices once the building is occupied.

Commitments:
• Energy Efficient and economic building running costs
• Environmentally friendly purchasing strategy
• New buildings are built to B level Energy Performance Certificate
• Large Glazed facades allow good daylight levels
• Windows are specially treated to reduce solar gain
• Lighting system is designed to incorporate sensor controls

BUILDINGS,
Actions Taken:
• All our buildings are officially certified as BREAAM Excellent
• We use local contractors for all our works and our energy
suppliers use renewable energy where possible.
• Air source heat pump for air conditioning system uses a greener
technology
• Upon arrival at Quorum, new tenants are offered the chance to
have an afternoon with Jamie our Facilities Manager where he
can talk through the different options with heating and lighting
settings to optimise energy efficiency

Future Steps:
• Work with onsite tenants who purchase the buildings to explore
further sustainable enhancements: Solar panels, green roofs,
• Produce a supplier green credentials checklist that must
achieved in order to take on new suppliers for work on the park.
• Analysis and review of existing features including explore if
going to renew lighting, retrofit green roofs and walls.
• During this time also explore any improvements and savings that
could be made to empty building spaces and pitch these to
Quorum Management.
• This list should also include details on Cost Saving projections to
incentivise take up.

LANDSCAPING
AND
BIODIVERSITY
With over 15 acres of breakout space, a protected wildlife area
and an active wildlife group. Open space at Quorum is one of
the biggest marketing features of the park. Great care has been
taken to ensure the space is kept in good condition without
negatively impacting local wildlife and biodiversity. The park
hires a full time, dedicated landscaping team based onsite who
practice sustainable measures in the day to day running of the
park. We recognise the importance of promoting biodiversity in
urban areas as both a means of offsetting carbon emissions and
a way of protecting the environment as populations grow and
human populations encroach on rural spaces.

Commitments
Full time landscaping team using environmentally friendly
products
Grounds Maintenance plant waste is composted on site
500 new trees planted on the site to offset carbon footprint
Earthworks remediation strategy minimises material exported
from site.
A dedicated wildlife corridor runs through the park. Made up of
a combination of existing and planted trees, shrubs and
hedgerows.
Planting includes: alder, goat willow, hawthorn, blackthorn,
cherry, hazel, corsican pine, sycamore, holly, silver birch, dog
rose and willow.
Dedicated conversation zone free from any building works,
planting includes bulrush, common reed, reed canary grass,
great willow herb and hard rush.

LANDSCAPING
AND
BIODIVERSITY
Actions Taken:
Ecology Survey carried out in partnership with Investors in the
Environment Accreditation.
Nine onsite beehives managed by a local beekeeper
Active wildlife group carrying out volunteering activities
Three onsite bug hotels made by volunteers
Three strategically located hedgehog boxes
Nectar rich flower beds
12 month management plan identifying key breeding seasons
and planning strategic cutting and maintenance around this
Six fruit trees planted

LANDSCAPING
AND
BIODIVERSITY
Future Steps:
• A review of products used and explore more sustainable
developments which may be more sustainable.
• Applying for a Greggs Foundation grant to support wildlife
project along the perimeter of Q15 Building
• The installation of a wild flower meadow at the back of Q15
• Including one nectar bed, designed to encourage bees and
butterflies all year round with carefully selected flowers cultivated
and cared for by the onsite gardening tea. A second area is a wild
flower area left to its own devices all year round.
• The planting of wild flower berries along the perimeter to attract
birds.
• Supplement existing flora with additional planting that provides
foraging and habitat to bees and birds.
• Seasonal planting to support pollinators across the year
• Installation of bat boxes and bird boxes onto sides of buildings
rather than in trees.
• Increased volunteer activities keeping spaces in good condition.
• Research on breeding patterns of local birds and coordinating
hedge trimming and maintenance around avoiding interruption
this.
• Additional bird feeders, designed to be more robust and
regularly filled by the gardening team, with a plan for seasonal
fluctuations in requirements.

RESOURCE USE
With 16 buildings, over 30 tenants and up to 6200 people working
onsite, it would be naive to ignore the environmental impact Quorum
has, with the day to day running of buildings using thousands of
pounds of electricity, gas and water monthly.

As always, our main aim in tackling resource use has been to
maintain the careful balance between the comfort of tenants onsite
and managing our environmental commitments to reduce the impact
of our presence

Commitments:
• Sustainable Supply Chain
• Energy Efficient Purchasing Strategy
• The park has been built with sustainability at its core, with many
energy efficient features included in base design and options for
additional support post occupancy.

Actions Taken:
• All energy supplies come from renewable sources
• A system wide upgrade to LED lighting
• Regular contract reviews with sustainable principles outweighing
cost.
•IS014001 Accreditation
•Benchmarking and targets set for 2019

RESOURCE USE
Future Steps:
• Influencing Quorum and Frank Knight procurement
• Following analysis of shift patterns and building use, we have
identified key windows of opportunity to scale back utility use in the
buildings out of hours - including closing buildings on Sundays that
are not in regular use.
• Updates to locations and controls of heating and cooling systems
to improve efficiency and reduce waste.

Targets for 2019
5% Reduction in Electricity
5% Reduction in Gas
5% Reduction in Waste
2% Reduction in Water
Benchmark paper use

WASTE
Waste generation has significant economic, environmental and
social impacts. Maximising reuse and recycling in all waste
streams will support other objectives in this strategy, including
a reduction in overall CO2 emissions.
Procurement has a significant role in the reduction of waste
and forms a key part of any sustainability strategy.

Commitments:
• Reduce Waste from procurement activities
• Increase recycling opportunities for tenants.
• Zero waste to landfill policy

Actions Taken:
• Recycling available for tenants for paper, cardboard, plastic
and aluminium
• Centralised Waste Management with tenants encouraged to
sign up to reduce number of visits from HGV’s onto the park.
• General Waste that cannot be recycled does not go to
landfill and instead is used for energy.
• Recycled printing paper ordered for A4 printing,

WASTE

Future Steps
• Aim to concentrate less on Recycle and more on earlier steps
on Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
• Reusable Coffee Cups for Quorum Retail
• Engage with retail to tenants on awareness campaigns
• Reducing use of plastic cups at Events – using both paper
cups and reusable cups
• Explore Glass Recycling?
• Explore Gum Drop Recycling
• Installation of a bench made from bottle bricks – great for
community engagement too.
• Following a request from a tenant explore alternative uses for
coffee grinds (use in soil?)

WATER
The UK has less available water person than most European
countries. As our population grows more and more people are
sharing this limited resource.

Water waste is also expensive. Reducing water waste will be an
effective cost saving that strengthens the standing of
sustainability measures.
Water usage is measured monthly across the park so can be
tracked and analysis carried out to establish if there are any
opportunities for savings.

Commitments and Action Taken:
• Low capacity flushing toilets fitted with water saving controls
• Gardening staff instructed to practice water saving measures.
Actions Taken:
• Water Saving Cisterns in place in to reduce flush capacity
• Two button system on the toilets to encourage less water use for
small flushes.
25,000
• Gardeners
use a drizzle feed hose as opposed to jet hose to reduce

water when watering plants – plants are only watered in the very driest
of conditions and instead rely on rainfall
18,750

Future Steps:
12,500
• Experiment
with Rain Water Harvesting Possibilities from cycle shelter

roofs
• Find prices for private tenant to do the same.
6,250
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SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORT
Transport currently accounts for approximately 30% of the
UK’s carbon emissions. Quorum recognise the importance of
helping businesses and onsite staff think about their travel
options and make sustainable choices. Creating and
developing a travel plan to promote sustainable travel can
reduce the environment and social impact of transport
emissions.

Commitments:
25,000
• On site Travel Centre and full-time Travel Planner
• Excellent Public Transport links
18,750

• Dedicated Quorum Shuttle Bus has low emission Euro 5 engine
• Cycle parking and changing facilities
• Free pool bike scheme
12,500

• Active Bicycle User Group
• Online car share scheme
• Electric vehicle charging points
6,250
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SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORT
Actions Taken:
• Commuter Centre ran from the hub, Laura McVittie offers
personalised travel planning, travel advice and manages
cycle events calendar.
• Over 50 buses and hour service the park, the metro station
is 1 mile away with a dedicated shuttle bus.
• Quorum discounts available on travel passes – weekly,
monthly and annual options available
• Basic cycle facilities as a specification of the building but
when new tenants arrive work on enhancements such as
outdoor cycle lockers, drying rooms and changing rooms.
• Nine onsite hybrid pool bikes and 1 folding bike – free for
one month’s hire, complete with helmet, lock, paneer and
other equipment.
• Our online Bicycle User Group community has over 400
members – each receiving a monthly e newsletter and regular
updates on cycling events
• Users of Liftshare, online Car Share Scheme
• 5 onsite electric charge points. Recommended in tenant fit
outs too.

SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORT
Future Steps:
• As buildings become occupied, there will be less overflow
car park spaces available – will need to support tenants
making the switch away from single occupancy car journeys
• Car Sharing has perhaps been underutilised by this point
(no doubt connected to the availability of spaces) a bigger
push on this in the future
• More electric charge point facilities – retail or hub ideally or
electric spaces
• Strategy for people who are unlikely to cycle - Mo Bikes and
Electric Bike Pool Bikes

AWARENESS AND
COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Corporate sustainability is about more than just carbon
reduction. Its about creating a community where sustainable
objectives are embedded into the heart of the business and
those who work in that space feel valued and part of a
community.

With an onsite events calendar and a wealth of amenities
Quorum has invested well in creating an onsite community,
our sustainability strategy explores how this can encompass
our sustainable vision too for maximum effectiveness.

Commitments:
• Foster the community spirit amongst tenants through our
onsite events programme
• Promote local businesses and products through the Q Card
discount scheme, food fairs and our food events
• Promote volunteering opportunities both on and off site,
particularly where sustainability is a focus.
• Support local charities
• Nurture relationships with local community groups and
schools

AWARENESS AND
COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
Actions Taken:
• Over 300 onsite events a year
• Many of these themed around cycling and green lifestyle choices
Future Steps:

• A review of products used and explore more sustainable
developments which may be more sustainable.
• Applying for a Greggs Foundation grant to support wildlife project
along the perimeter of Q15 Building
• The installation of a wild flower meadow at the back of Q15
• Including one nectar bed, designed to encourage bees and
butterflies all year round with carefully selected flowers cultivated
and cared for by the onsite gardening tea. A second area is a wild
flower area left to its own devices all year round.
• The planting of wild flower berries along the perimeter to attract
birds.
• Supplement existing flora with additional planting that provides
foraging and habitat to bees and birds.
• Seasonal planting to support pollinators across the year
• Installation of bat boxes
• Increased volunteer activities keeping spaces in good condition.
• Research on breeding patterns of local birds and coordinating
hedge trimming and maintenance around avoiding interruption this.
• Additional bird feeders, designed to be more robust and regularly
filled by the gardening team, with a plan for seasonal fluctuations in
requirements.
• Active promotion of the Northumberland Wildlife Trust and
Volunteering opportunities including our New Year’s Resolution
Solution event.
• Active partnership with Benton Dog and Cat Shelter (Our
neighbours!)
• Communications network in place to 6000 plus members of staff.

REPORTING
Effective reporting is an essential feature of any successful
sustainability strategy. Without goals to work towards it is impossible
to effectively communicate and evaluate any sustainable
endeavours.

Commitments:
• Work towards SMART targets and attainable goals
• Continuing to progress year on year
• Manage increased carbon footprint that comes along with
continued growth
• Plan ahead for the future when the park is at complete capacity

Actions Taken:
• IS014001 accreditation received for the Q15 Building in 2017
• Laura McGrath to work with onsite facilities manager Jamie
Baldridge to renew the accreditation in late 2018
• Analyse reports to establish any areas of concern / opportunities
for carbon savings.

Future Step:
• Once accreditation received on Q15 Building. Laura McGrath will
explore accreditation on other shared buildings – Q11 and Q2 and
down the line, currently empty building Q10.
• Monthly reporting on carbon usage in the Q11 Ground Floor
• Quarterly report to Occupiers meeting
• Regular agenda item on the monthly estate meeting
• Explore innovations in carbon reduction

COMMUNICATION
With over 6000 people based onsite the Environmental Management
Strategy should be able to be reached and understood by all.

It is important that it is clear from the offset that the sustainability
policy is not just aimed at those working within it, and instead has
support from leadership and is embedded into the running of the park
rather than a stand alone component.

Commitments
• A comprehensive strategy document available to all
• Clear leadership support and sign off on sustainable
• Links back to sustainability in all other areas of the park
• Including direct engagement of staff such as the events calendar

Actions Taken:
• Environmental Management Strategy available to download on the
Quorum Website.
• Sustainability Action Plan shared with high level managers across
the park in Quarterly Occupiers Meetings as a specific agenda item
• Also communicated with Quorum Wildlife Group and Green Team.
• The free to enter Quorum Sustainability Awards engage with
tenants based onsite- with a Bronze, Silver and Gold level to suit the
stage each business is at. Includes an evaluation report complied by
the sustainability

COMMUNICATION

Future Step:
• Alongside monthly reporting on carbon usage in the Q11 Ground
Floor producing additional report on shared spaces across site and
bench marking and producing targets
• Including sustainability in annual appraisals to establish embedding
sustainability into working practice and leadership support.
• Quarterly report to Occupiers meeting
• Explore innovations in carbon reduction
• Sharing best practice and good news stories by creating a bespoke
template for Quorum Green branded news and stats to add to
noticeboards, social media and website.
• Expand on the Quorum Sustainability Awards and approach tenants
directly rather than waiting for them to apply for the award.

DIRECTOR'S
STATEMENT
Quorum is not just about office buildings, we have created an
onsite community designed to enhance the working
environment of every person based here.

With the potential capacity of up to 9000 individuals working
onsite, it is of upmost importance to us that we take measures
to address our impact on the local area and foster and
promote the very best environmental practices.

We are very lucky to have a protected conversation area within
our land and even luckier still to have an engaged workforce,
keen to enhance our space further.

Our environmental policy is shaped by objectives and a
comprehensive strategy, but it is driven by a passion and
enthusiasm for sustainable living that we hope will be
recognised by all working onsite, as it lies at the heart of all our
of working practices and filters into everything we do.

FERGUS TRIM
Director, Broadoak Asset
Management

